Project Scope

Enhance an active, development pole in the southern part of The Hague, using the local forces and dynamics and evaluating and rethinking the current planning processes.

Context

1. Administrative Center
   Privatization: Less Public Domain, Less Work Positions, Diminish City’s Flux
2. Historical & Current Socio-Economic Division
3. Current Conditions
   Contested by Metropolization Processes for Competitiveness

Planning Context Elements:

Socio- Spatial

Current Conditions

Diverse Planning Directions & Conditions

Not Inclusion of Local Voices & Efforts
Lack of Equal Opportunities
Lack of Socio-Functional Integration

A quest towards integration and cohesion in The Hague, in terms of improved spatial and development conditions and equal opportunities, with the diversity of the existing identities being the way to understand and reinforce a real integrated and coherent city.

The Hague: The International, Multi-Cultural City

Love your City, Get Involved: Try, Interact, Enjoy, Learn

Proposed Planning & Participatory Process

Proposed Negotiation Model

Proposed Relations

Problem Statement

How to integrate the city’s structural vision (capturing metropolitan functions) within a multi-cultural, lower-skilled and income-level, strategic, regeneration plan?

How to integrate the city’s structural vision (capturing metropolitan functions) within a multi-cultural, lower-skilled and income-level, strategic, regeneration plan?

Strategic Goals

1. City’s Vision
2. Proposed City’s Vision
3. Strategic Goals
4. Spatial Strategy
5. Planning Example of the Proposed Program & Rules

Spatial Strategy

Illustration Example of the Proposed Program & Rules
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